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The algorithm first adds individual elements and stores the result in a variable called sum. It then uses the division (/) and
remainder (rem) operations to find the quotient and remainder. If the remainder is greater than 3, an extra 1 is added to
quotient for rounding. The example demonstrates two basic characteristics of an algorithm:
1. Use of variables. A variable in an algorithm or pseudocode can be interpreted as a “memory location with a symbolic
address” (i.e., the name of the variable). It is used to store an intermediate computation result. For example, in the second
statement, 0 is stored into the memory location with a symbolic address of sum. Inside the for loop, a(i) is added with the
current content of sum, and then summation is stored back into the same memory location. In the fourth statement, the
content of sum is divided by 8, and the result is stored into a memory location with a symbolic address of q.
2. Sequential execution. The execution of an algorithm is performed sequentially and the order of the steps is important.
For example, the summation of the elements must be obtained before the division operation can be performed. Note that
the order of execution may rely on certain conditions, as in the for loop and if statements.
In VHDL, the variables and sequential execution are treated as a special case and encapsulated inside a process. Although a
description with variables can be synthesized in some cases, the variables are mapped to signals and are not interpreted or
realized as “memory locations with symbolic addresses”.
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Although the circuit can carry out the task, the operation of the hardware is very different from the sequential semantics of
the original algorithm. In this construction, the circuit is a pure combinational logic, and the adders and dividers
(concatenation operators) execute in parallel. The implementation does not use any concept of variable, and the sequential
execution is implicitly embedded in the interconnection of components and the flow of data. To some degree, the synthesis
essentially utilizes extra hardware to accelerate the operation instead of using a single arithmetic unit of a computer to
perform these operations sequentially, the custom hardware utilizes multiple adders and division circuits to calculate the
result in parallel.
The structural data flow implementation is not general and can be applied only for simple, trivial algorithms. The
following two variations of the previous algorithm illustrate the limitation of this approach. First, let us consider an array
with 10 elements. In the pseudocode, this can be done by replacing 4 with 10 in the first statement. This increases the
number of loop iterations. We can unroll the loop and derive the structural data flow implementation, which needs nine
adders. If the number of elements of the array continues to grow, the number of adders increases accordingly. Clearly, this
approach needs excessive hardware resource and is not practical for a larger array. Second, let us assume that the size of
the array is not fixed but is specified by an additional input, n. To accomplish this in the algorithm, we only need to
substitute n into the first statement and make it size = n. This will be very difficult for structural data flow implementation.
Since the hardware cannot expand or shrink dynamically, we have to construct a circuit that can calculate the results for
all possible values of n and then use a multiplexer to route the desired value to output. The resulting hardware will be
extremely complicated, and this approach is not practical in reality.
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We have utilized registers for regular sequential circuits and FSMs in previous lectures. They are usually dedicated to a
specific circuit, as in a counter or an FSM. In the RT methodology, the registers are used as general storage that keeps the
intermediate computed values, just as the variables of an algorithm. For example, consider a typical statement in
pseudocode:
a=a+b
We can use two registers, a_reg and b_reg, to imitate the a and b variables. When this statement is executed, the content
of the a_reg and b_reg registers will be added, and the result will be stored back into the a_reg register at the next rising
edge of the clock.
When an algorithm is realized in RT methodology, the necessary data manipulation and data routing are performed by
dedicated hardware. For example, an adder is required for the previous statement. The data manipulation circuit, routing
network and the registers together are known as the data path.
Since an algorithm is described as a sequence of actions, we need a circuit to control when and what RT operations should
take place. The circuit is known as the control path. A control path can be realized by an FSM, which can use states to
enforce the order of the desired steps and use the decision boxes to imitate the branches and iterations (loops) in an
algorithm.
We call this implementation methodology register transfer methodology since an algorithm is transformed into a sequence
of actions that specifies how the data is manipulated and transferred among registers. A typical RT implementation
includes a data path and a control path. We can use an extended FSM to describe the overall system operation. It is known
as FSM with a data path (FSMD).
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In our discussion of sequential circuits, we use the suffixes reg and next for the current output and next input of a register.
A more accurate description of an RT operation can be expressed using these suffixes. For example, consider the r1 ← r1
+ r2 operation. It actually means
r1_next <= r1_reg + r2_reg;
r1_reg <= r1_next at the rising edge of the clock;
Note that the <= notation is used for regular signal assignment.
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The construction and operation of an ASMD chart can best be explained by an example. A segment of an ASMD is shown
in Figure (a). An RT operation, r1 ← r1 + r2, is specified in the s1 state. For comparison purposes, we also include a
regular activated output, y, in the s1 state. When the FSMD enters the s1 state, the r1 + r2 expression is calculated and its
result becomes the next value of r1. At the next rising edge of the clock, the FSMD transits from s1 to s2 and r1 is updated
with the new value. Note that the r1 register is not updated inside the state box but during the transition between the s1 and
s2 states. The new value of r1 is available only when the FSMD reaches the s2 state.
A clumsy, but more accurate, notation is shown in Figure (b), in which the r1_next signal is calculated in the s1 state,
independent of the clock edge, and the r1_reg signal is updated at the transition. Note that the regular signal assignment
notation, <=, is used in the diagram.
The timing diagram is shown in Figure (c). When the FSMD enters the s1 state, the computation of r1 + r2 starts but the
output of r1 remains unchanged. Note that the regular output, y, is activated after the clock-to-q delay in the s1 state. At
the next rising edge of the clock, the FSMD moves to the s2 state and the new value is sampled and stored into r1. After
the clock-to-q delay, the new value is propagated to the output of r1. Note that the y signal is deactivated in the s2 state.
The r1 register samples and stores the input data at every rising edge of the clock. Thus, r1 is updated in the s1 and s2
states as well, even when no operation is needed. Since the system is synchronous, a register cannot be disabled or
suspended. Instead, it just keeps its old value by sampling its own output; i.e., performing the r1 ← r1 operation. To reduce
the clutter, we don’t include this operation in an ASMD chart. If a destination register r is not associated with an RT
operation in a state, we assume that it performs the default r ← r operation.
Although the appearances of an ASMD chart and a regular flowchart are somewhat similar, their operations are different.
The operation of an FSMD is operated on a clock-by-clock basis. The register in an ASMD chart is not updated until the
exit of the current state, and thus an RT operation exhibits some sort of delayed-store behavior. The most error-prone part
of deriving an ASMD chart is this delayed-store operation. To obtain a correct and efficient ASMD chart, we need to have
a clear understanding of the timing of an RT operation and know when a register is updated. This issue will be discussed
later on.
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The conceptual block diagram of an FSMD is shown in the figure. It is divided into a data path and a control path. The
data path can perform all the required RT operations and is composed of three major parts:
•Data registers. The registers store the intermediate computation results.
•Functional units. The functional units perform the functions specified by RT operations. Typical functional units include
an adder, subtractor, incrementor, decrementor and shifter.
•Routing circuit. The circuit routes the source registers’ outputs to the proper functional units and routes the calculated
results from the functional units to proper destination registers. It is normally constructed by customized multiplexers.
A data path normally includes the following input and output signals:
•Data input: the external input data, which is to be processed by the FSMD.
•Data output: the processed results of the FSMD.
•Control signal: input signal used to specify which RT operations should be performed. It is generated by the control path.
•Internal status: output signal indicating certain conditions of the data path, such as whether a specific register is 0. This
signal is used by the control path to determine the future course of action.
The control path is an FSM. As a regular FSM, it contains a state register, next-state logic and output logic. A control path
normally includes the following input and output signals:
•Command: the external command signal to the FSMD, such as the start of the operation. It is an input to the FSM.
•Internal status: signal from the data path, which is also an input to the FSM. The FSM uses it and the external command
to determine the next state.
•Control signal: output of the FSM used to control data path operation.
•External status: output of the FSM used to indicate the status of the FSMD operation, such as whether the system is
busy.
In addition to these signals, the registers of the data path and control path are connected to the same clock signal and to an
optional asynchronous reset signal.
Note that the data path resembles a regular sequential circuit, and the control path is an FSM and thus is a random
sequential circuit. Therefore, an FSMD can be considered a combined sequential circuit. Although the FSMD consists of
two types of sequential circuits, both circuits are synchronized by the same clock, and thus the FSMD still follows the
same synchronous design methodology.
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Note that the start and ready signals are added to accommodate sequential operation. We can imagine that the sequential
multiplier is part of a large system. When the main system wants to do a multiplication operation, it first checks the ready
signal and then places the two operands on the two data inputs and asserts the start signal. When the start signal is
activated, the sequential multiplier takes the two data inputs and begins computation. It activates the ready signal to
inform the main system once the computation has been completed.
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ASMD chart closely follows the pseudo algorithm. It uses n, a and r data registers to imitate the three variables, uses
decision boxes to implement the two if statements, and uses RT operations to realize regular sequential statements.
Unlike the pseudocode, in which one statement is executed at a time, the ASMD chart allows some degree of parallelism.
When the RT operations are scheduled in the same state, it means that they are performed in the same clock cycle and thus
are done in parallel. For example, both r ← r + a and n ← n - 1 operations are scheduled in the op state. This implies that
there are an adder and a decrementor in the physical circuit and that two calculations can be performed simultaneously. In
general, we can schedule RT operations in the same state (i.e., the same clock cycle) as long as there is no data
dependency, and enough hardware resources are available.
There are four states in the ASMD chart. The idle state indicates that the circuit is currently idle. The ready signal is
asserted accordingly. If the start signal is asserted, the FSMD checks whether one of the inputs is zero and branches to the
ab0 or load state. In the ab0 state, r is assigned to 0 and the FSMD returns to the idle state. Although not required, we
assume that a and n are loaded with a_in and b_in. In the load state, r is initialized to 0, and a and n are loaded with the
external input values. The FSMD then enters the loop and iterates through the op (for “operation”) state b_in times. In
each iteration, it adds the content of a to r and decrements n by 1. The n register is used to keep track of the number of
operations. The loop stops when it reaches 0 and the FSMD returns to the idle state. We intentionally use a vague Boolean
expression, count_0 = 1, inside the decision box. This will be elaborated later. As in an ASM chart, we use a dashed box
to represent an ASMD block and to emphasize that all operations inside the block are done in parallel at the same clock
cycle.
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The complete data path, combined with the control path, is shown in the figure. The clock and reset signals are connected
to all registers. To reduce clutter, they are not shown on the diagram. The four major parts of the data path, functional
units, routing circuit, data registers and status circuit, are grouped as shaded blocks.
Since this is a simple design, block diagram is somewhat unnecessarily complicated. For example, the multiplexing circuit
for the a_next signal can be replaced by a register with an enable signal. The purpose of the diagram is to illustrate the
derivation process. This process is very general and thus can be applied to any properly designed ASMD chart. Since the
block diagram will eventually be described by VHDL code and synthesized, the multiplexing circuit will be optimized
during logic synthesis.
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We can merge the combinational circuits of the data path and control path respectively, and divide the code into four
segments:
•the data path registers,
•data path combinational circuit,
•control path register and
•control path combinational circuit.
The detailed VHDL code is shown in listing. Some duplicated segments are omitted. Note that we eliminate the a_is_0,
b_is_0 and count_0 status signals, and use the a_in, b_in and n_next signals directly in the Boolean conditions of the
control path.
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Since the data registers and the state register are synchronized by the same clock signal, we can merge them into a single
code segment. Similarly, since the descriptions of both combinational circuits are based on the state of the FSM, we can
merge them into one segment. The resulting code consists of only two segments, one for the registers and one for the
combinational circuits.
The combinational segment basically follows the ASMD chart. It uses a case statement to list the states of the ASMD chart
and specifies the actions needed in each state, which include the RT operations to be performed in the data path, the next
state of the control path and the external status signal of the control path.
In the beginning of the process, we use the default signal assignment statements:
a_next <= a_reg;
n_next <= n_reg;
r_next <= r_reg;
ready <= ‘0’;
These imply that registers will keep their previous values and the output signal will be unasserted if they are not assigned
in a branch of the case statement. Use of the default signal assignment statements is consistent with our notation of the
ASMD chart, in which only the non-default RT operations and asserted output signals are listed inside a state box.
Following the two-segment coding style, we can derive the VHDL code directly from an ASMD chart and quickly realize
it in hardware.
The four- and two-segment coding styles are just some possible ways to merge the blocks of an FSMD. Since an FSMD is
a sequential circuit, it is a good practice to separate the registers from the combinational circuit. Other than that, we can
combine or isolate combinational blocks as needed and exercise different degrees of control over the underlying hardware
configuration. In an FSMD design, the functional units of the data path are normally the most complex components and are
the dominant factor in circuit size and system performance. We should pay more attention to these parts and may need to
separate them from the remaining code to achieve the desired area or performance constraints. The other portion of the
combinational circuit can be treated as “random logic” and will be optimized during logic synthesis.
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The key to realizing RT methodology is to derive an efficient and correct ASMD description of an algorithm. Once this is
accomplished, the VHDL derivation is more or less a mechanical procedure. The most subtle part of the ASMD derivation
is using a register in Boolean expressions of the decision boxes. We intentionally avoided this issue in the ASMD of
repetitive-addition multiplier and used the somewhat vague a_is_0, b_is_0 and count_0 status signals inside the decision
boxes. A more descriptive way is to express the Boolean conditions with registers or input signals.
In the second decision box, the a_is_0=1 or b_is_0=1 expression can easily be translated into a_in=0 or b_in=0. In the
third decision box, the condition for the count_0=1 expression is more subtle. The n register is used as a counter to keep
track of the number of iterations. The iteration stops when n reaches 0. In pseudocode, it is expressed as
n = n - 1;
if (n = 0) then {
goto stop; }
else {
goto op;}
Since the execution is sequential, the n variable is updated in the n = n - 1 statement, and then the new value is used in the
n = 0 expression of the if statement.
In the corresponding ASMD chart, the n ← n - 1 operation and the decision box are in the same ASMD block. Since n is
updated when the FSMD exits the block, the old value of n is used in decision box. If we write the condition as n = 0
inside the decision box, as in Figure (a), one extra iteration is introduced and thus the result is not correct.
One way to fix the problem is to use the condition of the previous iteration, n = 1, to terminate the loop, as in Figure (b).
This approach may not work for other algorithms when the condition of the previous iteration cannot be determined in
advance. The discrepancy between the pseudocode and the ASMD chart also makes the ASMD chart less intuitive.
One clumsy way to solve the problem is to insert an artificial wait state so that the content of n can be updated before it is
used in a decision box. This approach is shown in Figure (c). While this makes the ASMD looks like the original
algorithm, the wait state introduces one extra clock cycle in the iteration and thus severely degrades the performance.
A better way is to use the next value of the n register in the Boolean expression of the decision box. Since the next value
is calculated during the op state, it is available at the end of the clock cycle and can be used in the decision box. Note that
the multi-segment VHDL code actually uses this value to generate the count_0 status signal:
count_0 = ‘1’ when n_next= ‘0’ else ‘0’;
To express this idea in the ASMD chart, we have to split the RT operation r ← f() into two parts:
r_next <= f()
r ← r_next;
The first part means that the next value of the r register is calculated and updated within the current clock cycle. We use
the signal assignment notation, <=, to emphasize that the assignment is independent of the clock. The second part indicates
that the r_next signal is then assigned to r at the exit of the current state, as a regular RT operation. We can use this
notation to replace the count_0 = 0 expression of the ASMD chart, as shown in Figure (d). This approach is the preferred
method since it does not use the condition of the previous iteration, maintains consistency with the original sequential
algorithm and introduces no performance penalty.
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Note that in the new block diagram there is only one adder. Two 2-to-1 multiplexers route the desired inputs to the adder.
The inputs can be either a_reg and r_reg , or n_reg and "11...11", which is -1 in 2's-complement format. The former will
be routed to the adder only if the current state of the control path is op1. Since there are already multiplexing circuits for
the register’s inputs, no special routing circuit is needed for the output of the adder. Note that the output of the adder,
add_out, is routed to the op1 port of the r_reg register's input multiplexer and to the op2 port of the n_reg register's input
multiplexer.
Synthesis software is weak in performing RT-level optimization. If we use the two-segment coding style, the software may
not be able to detect the intended sharing in the data path. To ensure the proper hardware construction, we can explicitly
specify the desired functional unit sharing in VHDL code. The revised VHDL code is shown on the next slide. It basically
uses the two-segment coding style but isolates the functional unit from the remaining code. Note that the n register is only
8 bits wide and some adjustments are made in code to accommodate the 16-bit adder.
Because the 8-bit decrementor is a relatively simple functional unit, the new design will not reduce the circuit size
significantly, and the sharing is probably overkill for this particular example. Clearly, the sharing will become more
predominant if complex functional units, such as combinational multipliers, are involved.
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We analyzed timing of a regular sequential circuit and an FSM. Both analyses are based on the basic block diagram of the
sequential circuit shown earlier The basic diagram of an FSMD, shown in the figure, is somewhat different. It has two
separate but interactive feedback loops, one for the control path and one for the data path.
Although the manual analysis cannot determine the exact maximal clock rate, it is possible to determine the boundaries of
the rate. This analysis provides more insights into the FSMD operation and helps us to derive a more efficient design. The
basic FSDM block diagram shown on the figure has two feedback loops. The data path loop is based on the data register,
and the control path loop is based on the state register. The two loops are not independent but interact via the control
signals and status signals. For example, a function unit in the data path cannot operate until the control signals set the
selection signal of the input multiplexer, and the next-state logic in the control path cannot proceed until the status signals
are available. The exact maximal clock rate depends on where the control signals are needed and where the status signals
are generated. This depends on the individual implementation and cannot be generalized. Our analysis considers the bestand worst-case scenarios and thus determines the boundaries of the maximal clock rate.
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In this scenario, the control signals are required at a late stage of data path operation, and the status signals are generated in
an early stage of data path operation, as shown in the conceptual data path diagram in the Figure (a). The time lines of the
data- and control-path operations are shown in Figure (b). They start with the rising edge of the clock signal. Since the data
path uses control signals in the late stage, the operation of the output logic overlaps with the operation of data path and
thus contributes no extra delay for the data path loop. Similarly, since the status signal is available at an early stage, the
operation of the next-state logic of the control path and the computation of data path are done in parallel. When the data
path computation is complete, the next-state value is also ready in the control path. The time lines show that the minimal
clock period of the FSMD is the same as the clock period of the data path, which is
Tc = Tcq(data) + Tdp + Tsetup(data)
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The worst-case scenario reverses the conditions of the best-case scenario. In this scenario, control signals are required at
the beginning of data path operation, and the status signals are generated at the end of data path operation. The conceptual
diagram of the data path and the time lines are shown in the figure. The data path must wait for the FSM to generate the
output signals, and the control path must wait for status signals to generate the next-state value. Except for the register,
there is no overlapped operation between the control path and the data path. The minimal clock period can be found by
following the time lines, and it includes the propagation delays of all combinational components:
Tc = Tcq(state) + Toutput + Tdp + Tnext + Tsetup(state)
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For a design with a wide, complex data path, Tdp will be much larger than Tnext and Toutput, and thus variation in the
minimal clock period is relatively small. For a circuit with a complex control path, we may need to minimize Tnext and
Toutput to obtain better performance. For this kind of design, we can isolate the control path FSM in VHDL code, as in the
multi- or four-segment coding styles, and apply special FSM optimization software to obtain a more efficient FSM
implementation.
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In an FSMD, computation is performed in a sequence of steps, and it usually takes many clock cycles to complete a task.
Thus, the total required time becomes
Ttotal = K*Tc
where K is the number of clock cycles and Tc is the clock period. K is determined by the algorithm, the width of the input
and the value of the input. The determination of K is an ad hoc process and can sometimes be very difficult. For certain
algorithms, K and Tc, may work against each other. For example, we can merge more computation steps into a single state.
This will reduce the number of states (and thus the clock cycles) but increase the clock period due to the larger data path
propagation delay (Tdp). On the other hand, we can sometimes divide an operation into several smaller steps and schedule
them in multiple clock cycles. This will decrease Tdp and the clock period, but requires more clock cycles to complete the
same computation.
Consider the original ASMD design for the repetitive-addition multiplication (Slide 22). The width of input operands is 8
bits. The K of this algorithm is not a constant but depends on the value of the b_in input. In the best case, b_in is 0, and
the FSMD goes through the idle and ab0 states. The computation takes two clock cycles (i.e., K = 2). In the worst case,
b_in is 255 (i.e., 28-1) and a_in is not 0, the FSMD goes through the idle and load states once and loops the op state 255
times. K becomes 257. We can generalize this for n-bit input operands. In the worst case, the FSMD goes through the idle
and load states once and loops the op state 2n - 1 times. Thus, it takes 2n+1 clock cycles to complete the computation. We
can apply the same analysis for the sharing ASMD design (Slide 36), in which the op state is split into two states. It
requires two clock cycles for each loop iteration. For n-bit input operands, the worst-case K becomes 2 + 2(2n - 1), which
is 2n+1. Whereas the data path size is smaller in this design, the required computation time is nearly doubled.
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The code consists only of concurrent statements, and thus their order does not matter. The original sequential execution is
embedded in the interconnection of components and the flow of data. The VHDL code consists of six arithmetic
components, including one adder and five subtractors. Since the addition and subtractions are not mutually exclusive,
sharing is not possible.
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The graph shows that the algorithm has only a limited degree of parallelism since at most only two operations can be
executed concurrently. The seven arithmetic components of the previous VHDL code cannot significantly increase the
performance, and most hardware resources are wasted. Thus, while the code is simple, it is not very efficient. RT
methodology is a better alternative.
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The dataflow graph of the square-root approximation algorithm involves a variety of operations. The *.125 and *.5
operations can be implemented by fixed-amount shifting circuits, which require no physical logic and thus should not be
considered in the scheduling process. The other operations can be constructed by adders with some “glue” and routing
logic. Thus, we can assume that the adder/subtractor is the only functional unit type required for the algorithm. Because at
most two operations can be executed in parallel, the ASMD design can only utilize up to two functional units.
One possible schedule is shown in Figure (a). Note that the *.125 and *.5 operations are removed from the graph. The
parentheses associated with the variables will be explained later. The dataflow graph is divided into five time intervals,
which are later mapped into five states of an ASMD chart, It utilizes two units. One possible binding is to assign the two
operations in the left column to one unit and the five operations in the right column to another unit. An alternative schedule
and binding is shown in Figure (b), which requires the same amount of time to complete the computation.
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A schedule that uses only one functional unit is shown in the figure. It needs two extra time intervals to complete the
operation.
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Once the scheduling and binding are done, the dataflow graph can be transformed into an ASMD chart. Since each time
interval represents a state in the chart, a register is needed when a signal is passed through the state boundary. The
corresponding ASMD chart of schedule (a) from the slide 53 is shown in the Figure (a). The variables in the graph are
mapped into the registers of the ASMD chart. There are two operations in the s1 and s2 states and one operation in the s3,
s4 and s5 states. The start and ready signals and an additional idle state are included to interface the circuit with an
external system.
Additional optimization schemes can be applied to reduce the number of registers and to simplify the routing structure. For
example, instead of creating a new register for each variable, we can reuse an existing register if its value is no longer
needed. This corresponds to properly renaming the variables in the dataflow graph. Close examination of figure (a) from
the Slide 53 shows that we can use three variables to cover the entire operation. The relationship between the new registers
and the original registers is:
•Use r1 to replace a, t1 and y.
•Use r2 to replace b, t2 and x.
•Use r3 to replace t5, t6 and t7.
The replacement variables are shown in parentheses in the Figure (a) on the Slide 53. The revised ASMD chart is shown in
Figure (b). The number of the registers is reduced from seven to three.
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To ensure proper sharing, the two functional units are isolated from the other description and coded as two separated
segments. The first unit uses a single subtractor to perform the max and abs functions. The second unit uses a single adder
to perform the abs and max functions as well as addition and subtraction. For clarity, we use the + operator for the carry-in
signal. The synthesis software should be able to map it to the carry-in port of the adder rather than inferring another adder.
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